
The Word, National Centre for the Written Word

South Shields



Awards and Publications

The building has achieved the following accolades:

2016

 — Living North Awards 

 Best Regeneration or Restoration Project

 — Mixology 

 Best Public Sector Interiors Project of the Year

 — Concrete Society Awards

 National Finalist

 2017

 — RICS Awards

 Project of the Year

	 Community	Beneit	Award
	 Tourism	and	Leisure	Award
	 Design	Through	Innovation	Award

 — RIBA Awards

 Project of the Year 

	 Regional	Award
 — LABC Awards

	 Best	Public	Service	Building	Award

The building will be submitted for the following awards:

2017

 — Constructing Excellence Awards

 — British Construction Industry Awards

 — RTPI Awards

 — Civic Trust Award

 

The building has appeared in the following publications:

 — RIBA Journal “Mind your language”  

	 April	2017

 — International Federation of Library Associations   

 (IFLA) - “1001 Libraries to see before you die”   

 3rd	February	2017

 — ARCHITECT - The Journal of the American Institute of  

  Architects “The Word - FaulknerBrowns Architect”   

	 17th	January	2017

 — ArchDaily “The Word - National Centre for the   

	 Written	Word	/	FaulknerBrowns	Architects”		 		
	 9th		January	2017

 — ImmoWeek “Le choix Immoweek : « The Word », un  

	 nouvel	écrin	pour	la	littérature”		10th	January		 	
	 2017

 — Designing Libraries “The Word - design thinking for   

	 our	time”	20th	October	2016

 — Living North “The Word : National Centre for the   

	 Written	Word”	October	2016

 — Chronicle Live “‘It’s absolutely brilliant’ - what writer  

 David Baddiel said about new South Shields cultural  

	hub”	19th	October	2016
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This document celebrates the completion of 

The Word, National Centre for the Written Word in South 

Shields.

It describes the ambition of South Tyneside Council 

and it’s partner Muse Developments and illustrates 

the collaborative design approach which enabled the 

successful delivery of the building.

Foreword
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In a modern society where people enjoy access to 

information	24	hours	a	day,	7	days	a	week,	what	should	a	
library	for	the	21st	century	look	like,	and	what	should	it	
offer to the public?

This was the challenge put forward by South Tyneside 

Council	in	our	brieing	for	The	Word.

‘Make the internal activities inspiring.  Why would I want 

to come back? Why would my daughter want to come 

back? Why would my mother want to come back?’, they 

asked. Given the relationship between the real and the 

virtual world in which we currently live, these were 

incredibly interesting and relevant challenges.

We felt that a true paradigm shift in the building typology 

was possible.

The Challenge
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The Word, and refurbishment of the adjacent historic 

Market	Square,	is	the	irst	phase	of	South	Tyneside	
Council and development partner, Muse Developments’, 

ambitious	£100m	South	Shields	365	regeneration	project.	

The	365	vision	aims	to	reconnect	the	seafront,	Foreshore,	
town centre and Riverside areas of the town, encouraging 

visitors to spend time in the town centre with a mix of new 

leisure, retail and community facilities.

Approaching	the	proposed	site	for	The	Word	for	the	irst	
time, it was immediately apparent that this was going to 

be a special opportunity. 

The	site	was	occupied	by	an	unremarkable	1960s	ofice	
development, Wouldhave House, but the location on the 

corner of South Shields Market Square and adjacent to the 

banks of the River Tyne was outstanding.

Historically,	the	Market	Square	had	been	a	ine	Georgian	
public space which had been severely bombed during 

World	War	II	leaving	only	the	Grade	1	listed	Old	Town	Hall	
at its centre, and Grade II listed St Hilda’s Church to the 

south.	All	of	the	other	distinguished	buildings	had	been	
lost or replaced over the years.

The site is an extremely prominent, gateway site. It 

provides a strong link between the ferry terminal and 

South Shields town centre, and serves to link the riverside 

character area with the town centre and historically 

important market place in South Shields. 

The design of The Word responds to this context, helping 

to stitch together the new Harton Quays Riverside Park 

with the established urban grain of King Street and South 

Shields town centre.

The Site
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The form of the building is representative of its 

contribution to society: it is democratic, a community 

gathering space of equal parts. The purity and strength of 

a	circular	building	emerged	from	all	of	the	inluences	and	
requirements set out by the urban grain, and the social 

and community ambitions.

The building concept adopts a simple circular form 

to reinforce the pedestrian link and views between 

the Riverside Park and Market Square. The building’s 

appearance is inspired by the fanning out of the pages 

of a book, with the introduction of two large glass walls 

providing superb views of the River Tyne and creating a 

natural place for the building’s entrance, responding to 

the public realm of the Market Square. 

The central atrium forms the entrance gateway into the 

building, expressed externally as a modern portico with 

full height glazing, creating  a strong and contextual 

relationship	with	the	Market	Square,	Old	Town	Hall	and	St	
Hilda’s Church.

Internally, a large central atrium gives visual clarity to the 

scheme, allowing a grand gesture of civic quality to link 

all of the internal activities. This is very much an open and 

engaging plan, modern in its expression. It is not a temple 

for silence, but a place for sharing knowledge, where the 

young can learn from the old and the old can learn from 

the young.   

The Word’s design is truly transformative in every sense. 

It not only helps to transform the character of the site 

and context, but also helps to transform a visitor’s 

perception of what a library can be and how it can form 

part of a larger cultural venue of regional and national 

signiicance.

The Building Form
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The Word provides a rich array of volumes ranging from 
the grand social forum in the central atrium, to the most 
private and individually concentrated reader spaces at the 
perimeter	of	the	building.	An	array	of	interactive	activities	
are positioned close to the inner circle of the building, to 
immediately engage visitors. 

Each	loor	within	The	Word	wraps	around	a	15m	wide	
atrium located in the centre of the building. Triple height 
voids cut through at the entrance, and reading and 
viewing areas.

On	entering	this	civic	volume,	the	visual	clarity	of	the	
content is evident, with fantastic views into all levels of 
the building, and beyond towards Harton Quays Park and 
the River Tyne. The clarity of the architecture is crystal 
clear. 

The exhibition space which is next to the entrance is a 
large multi-functional space capable of hosting a variety 
of exhibition types, including museum quality exhibits. 
The environmental conditions of this space are very 
lexible	and	allow	for	full	blackout	and	lexible	lighting	
control for scene setting. 

This scaleable provision enables regional and national 
touring exhibitions to be hosted within the building, and 
also allows additional income generation via social events 
and business gatherings. It is currently home to the ‘Past, 
Present and Future Visionary’ exhibition, which celebrates 
the life and work of South Shields born Sir Ridley Scott.

All	of	these	environments	are	supported	with	a	fully	
pervasive digital support network, whether this is 
super-fast	WiFi,	discreet	audio	provision	or	360	degree	
immersive technologies. We recognised that the 
traditional media had to be blended and supported by 
modern IT technologies and in doing so, the building and 
the content could support the existing audience, but also 
encourage and entice new user groups.

Inside the Building



1. Entrance Foyer

2. Central Atrium

3. Cafe / Teenage Zone

4. Cafe Terrace

5. Retail /Visitor Information

6. Adult Fiction

7. Exhibition Pod

8. Exhibition Space
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9. Meeting Room

10.	 Staff	Ofices
11. Local History

12. The Lens

13. IT Lounge

14. Adult Non-Fiction

15. Community Room

Ground Floor Plan First Floor Plan
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16. Children’s Media Wall

17. OpenZone

18. Media Studio

19. Children’s 5-9

20. The Lens

21. Children’s Over 9

22. Children’s Under 5

23. StoryWorld

24.  FabLab

Second Floor Plan

Ground Floor Level 
The entrance to The Word opens up into a triple height 
atrium with a sculptural staircase which wraps around the 
atrium	and	connects	each	loor	level	creating	an	obvious	
circulation strategy.

There is a large exhibition space and display pod hosting a 
rolling	programme	of	exhibitions.	This	loor	also	features	
the	café,	adult	iction	books,	retail	area,	gaming	zone	
and email bar. Wooden pages of a book that form a trail 
around The Word - known as ‘Tyne Voyages’ - have been 
developed by acclaimed local writer Michael Chaplin.

First Floor Level
The	irst	loor	accommodation	includes	the	‘Charles	
Dickens Room’ and ‘Catherine Cookson Room’. These 
rooms are used for community workshops, corporate 
business use and local interest talks and exhibitions. This 
loor	is	home	to	local	studies	literature,	an	enhanced	
family history area, learn and discover IT area, the 
reference library, and the ‘Caer Urfa Pod’ with a rolling 
programme of exhibitions linked to the history of South 
Tyneside.

‘The Lens’ provides wonderful views of the River Tyne, 
which is complemented by an interactive touch-table 
celebrating South Tyneside’s heritage, with shipwrecks, 
images and a live ship tracking application, available 
to the viewer. The perimeter seating and book shelves 
-	which	accommodate	over	70,000	books	-	incorporate	
a number of ‘delights’ - these private and individual 
interactive spaces allow you to sit and relax and listen to 
stories, poems and songs.

Second Floor Level
This level offers a number of interactive, hands-on 
experiences for everyone to enjoy. ‘StoryWorld’ provides 
visitors with an immersive storytelling experience, with 
sound and visual projections capturing imaginations. 

‘FabLab’ is a creative space for children, young people 
and adults to hone their creative interests with access 
to 3D printers and vinyl and laser cutters as part of a 
programme	of	workshops.	A	digital	media	wall	boasts	
a number of drawing and colouring activities, from 
designing a comic, to illustrating a story book.

‘OpenZone’	supports	schools	through	digital	learning	and	
ICT. It boasts state-of-the-art IT suites, a media studio 
and ‘FabLab’, offering a programme of activities and 
workshops. The interactive table on this level of ‘The 
Lens’ is complemented with two optical telescopes, to 
enhance the viewing experience and exploit the building’s 
riverside context.



It’s absolutely brilliant. What I do, both as an author and 

also as a comedian, is predominantly about storytelling 

so to have a whole building dedicated to storytelling in all 

its forms is just amazing 

‘

‘David Baddiel

Comedian,	Screenwriter	and	Author
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The historic context provided a rich industrial heritage: 
we discovered that the Romans harvested salt on the site 
in the 3rd century; that circular crown glass was made 
at	the	Cookson	Works	in	the	early	18th	century;	and	that	
the coal and ship building industries came to the fore 
during	the	industrial	revolution.	These	inluences	were	
interpreted into the building in a variety of ways.

The	salt	context	is	represented	in	the	ine	quartz	
aggregate of the white pre-cast concrete. The circular 
glass patterns are represented by the feature chandelier 
in the main atrium, coal is represented in the external 
black scraped concrete plinth, and the engineering of 
steel shipbuilding is expressed in the large glass window 
structures and the red oxide primer signal colour used 
throughout the building. 

The clay terracotta has been selected to respond to 
the	rich	stone	hues	of	The	Old	Town	Hall	and	St	Hilda’s	
Church, creating an architectural expression which 
- whilst uncompromisingly modern - blends with its 
sensitive context.

Materiality



The Word has set the standard for design 

thinking in the UK
‘

‘David Lindley

Executive Director, Designing Libraries
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Thanks to the architects, councillors and librarians who 

created The Word – performance space, exhibition hall and 

my dream library

‘
‘Ann Cleeves

Author	of	Vera	and	Shetland
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Underpinning the social, cultural and educational 
values of the project, the integration of the building’s 
engineering systems with its architecture, delivers a 
beautifully precise, coordinated and powerful aesthetic 
expression. 

The	building’s	character	is	deined	by	a	delicate	balance	
between building physics and artistic expression. The 
approach ensures a building with ‘wow’ factor, and 
also a solution which is adaptable and thermally and 
environmentally responsible. Exposed water-cooled 
concrete	sofits	combine	with	raised	access	loors	to	
distribute cooled and conditioned air around the building. 

The building’s interior has been designed to be as 
lexible	as	possible	to	allow	The	Word	to	adapt	to	future	
demands.	This	philosophy	allows	lexible	furniture	
arrangements and a level of adaptability essential for any 
modern library. 

The precise and controlled array of building elements and 
interfaces, deliver a solution of craft and workmanship of 
the highest order. Vertical surfaces align perfectly with 
horizontal interfaces, all of which are set out on a circular 
grid. 

The resultant building is simple, elegant and iconic. 

An Integrated Solution
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At	the	heart	of	the	design	for	The	Word	is	the	creation	
of a place for people. The building has been sculpted to 

provide a wide variety of spaces for individuals, groups, 

children and adults.

The building aspires to be an icon for South Shields, 

promoting footfall and tourism back into the town centre. 

The building caters for all generations, allowing 

interactive and social activities to exist alongside spaces 

for study and contemplation. 

A Visitor Destination



The end result - very popular with the public - deserves 

applause. Civic pride expressed through architecture is alive 

and well on Tyneside - that is what’s nationally important

‘
‘Hugh Pearman

Editor	RIBA	Journal
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The design of The Word recognises the crucial importance 

of people, books, traditional media and interactive 

technologies, and the dynamic relationship and complex 

interactions between them. 

The human-centric design approach places the individual 

at the heart of the building, and at the heart of the 

opportunity to inform, delight and interact. 

The immersive nature and diversity of choice, combined 

with	powerful	architecture,	creates	a	signiicant	and	
civilised building which points to the future, underlining 

the importance of the library within society.

The Word



With The Word we have created an attraction that acts as 

both a South Shields centrepiece and a catalyst for further 

investment

‘
‘Martin Swales

Chief Executive of South Tyneside Council 
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The opening of The Word is just the start of South Shields’ 

incredible journey of transformation‘
‘Cllr Iain Malcolm

Leader of South Tyneside Council 
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Client   South Tyneside Council 

Client   Muse Developments

Construction	Value		 £13.5	million

Architects		 	 FaulknerBrowns	
M&E Consultants  Desco

Structural Consultants  Curtins Consulting

AV/Exhibition		 	 Sheridan	Design	

Main Contractor  Bowmer & Kirkland

M&E    Imtech 

Structure   Cidon Construction

Terracotta	Rainscreen		 Teams/James	&	Taylor
Curtain Walling  Topside

Precast Concrete  Bespoke Concrete 

   Classic Masonry

FF&E    Workpattern

Flooring		 	 Interface,	Gerlor	&	Forbo
Glazed Partitions  Planet Partitions

Ceilings   Rockfon and Ecophon

Lighting		 	 Hacel	and	Atelje	Lyktan	

Gross	Area		 	 4,115	sqm
Net	Area		 	 3,476	sqm

New	Borrowers			 up	1,914.3%
Book	Issues			 	 up	93.8%
First	Week		 	 24,494	visitors
First	5	months	 	 Over	220,000	visitors

Building Data

Excellent

Breeam Rating

84.6%

Photographs

	 Al	Crow	at	Hufton	and	Crow
 Steve Mayes Photography (page 3)

	 Alan	Hall	(page	24-25)
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Dobson House

Northumbrian Way

Killingworth

Newcastle Upon Tyne

NE12	6QW

Tel.	+44	(0)191	268	3007
email@faulknerbrowns.co.uk

www.faulknerbrowns.co.uk

http://www.faulknerbrowns.co.uk

